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Introduction to STEP 2003: Applications and Emerging Trends in Software Engineering Practices

Defect Detection in Distributed Software Systems

Workshop: Defect Detection in Distributed Software Development

Effects of Virtual Development on Product Quality: Exploring Defect Causes

A Common Product Life Cycle in Global Software Development


Organising Evidence to Support Software Engineering Practice

Capturing Evidence from Wireless Internet Services Development

The Nature of Evidence in Empirical Software Engineering

Towards a Successful Software Metrics Programme

Empirical Methodologies in Software Engineering

Widening the Scope of Evidence Gathering in Software Engineering

The Case Against Cross-Over Designs in Software Engineering

Software Test and Reliability Estimation Process

Using the Information: Incorporating Positive Feedback Information into the Testing Process

An Overview of Software Cybernetics

Practical Experiences with Statistical Usage Testing

Metamorphic Testing and Beyond

Software Development Methodologies for Distributed Systems

On Analysis of Design Component Contracts: A Case Study

Expected Level of Understanding of SWEBOK Topics

How to Apply the Bloom Taxonomy to Software Engineering

Bloom's Taxonomy Levels for Three Software Engineer Profiles

Enterprise Application Integration

Transforming Legacy Web Applications to the MVC Architecture

Semantic Web Data Description and Discovery

eHealth Software Systems and Networks

Enabling Privacy in Cross-Organisational Information Mediation--An Application in Health Care

Ontology-Based Information Integration in Health Care: A Focus on Palliative Care

Software Analysis and Maintenance: Practices, Tools and Interoperability

Incorporating Quality Requirements in Software Migration Process

Using Grid Technologies for Web-Enabling Legacy Systems

Interdisciplinary Software Engineering

Software Evolution in an Interdisciplinary Environment